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14Ethnic identity as a basis for collaboration and the changing roles played by

15US-based ethnic Chinese scientists and engineers have played important roles.

16While the imperatives for building a long-term, sustainable cooperative science

17and technology relationship between the two countries are stronger than ever, the

18potential for conflict also has increased, pointing to the need for new approaches to

19governance in the bilateral relationship.
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22 1 Introduction

23 Science and technology have played, and continue to play, an important role in the

24 overall relationship between China and the United States. Not surprisingly, the

25 S&T relationship reflects a distinct, rich historical experience of engagement and

26 dis-engagement between China and the United States. But, this bilateral “science

27 and technology relationship” (hereafter, S&T relationship) also provides especially

28 rich case material for examining the ways in which science and technology are

29 related to international relations.

30 In general, science and technology have not figured prominently in the concep-

31 tual apparatus of international relations in spite of their significance for understand-

32 ing such central concerns as national security, economic competitiveness, foreign

33 assistance, and sustainability. More often than not, questions of science and tech-

34 nology in international affairs are not seen as rising to the level of high politics and,

35 indeed, scientific and technological relationships are often regarded, at best, as low

36 politics or as of trivial interest. S&T relationships are typically considered deriva-

37 tive of political relations in spite of the growing importance of the internationali-

38 zation of research and innovation and its growing implications for the wealth and

39 power of nations.

40 The discussion below does not purport to offer significant theoretical break-

41 throughs but it does present a case rich with implications for the development of

42 conceptual schemes to enhance understandings of international relations in the

43 twenty-first century. In the discussion that follows, we explore the evolution of

44 the relationship highlighting how changing asymmetries of scientific and techno-

45 logical capabilities alter the ways in which the two countries interact, and note the

46 strong transnational elements of the relationship which raise interesting challenges

47 for state to state interactions. We argue that the relationship has been strongly

48 influenced by changes in the international political and security environments, as

49 well as by the rise of new global issues associated with energy, environmental

50 quality, and public health. We also explore governance mechanisms for the rela-

51 tionship and the approaches to managing it domestically in the two countries.

52 2 Background

53 Prior to the founding of the People’s Republic of China (PRC), many of China’s

54 leading scientists were trained in the United States, American missionary educators

55 played a key role in establishing and building up Chinese universities, and a variety

56 of public and private US initiatives supported the founding and development of

57 such key institutions as Tsinghua University and Peking Union Medical College.

58 This important legacy of cooperation, however, was interrupted by the Communist

59 victory in 1949, the failure to establish diplomatic relations between the two

60 countries, China’s “leaning” toward the former Soviet Union for a decade
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61thereafter, and the rise of anti-communism in the United States (Chang 1995).

62Nevertheless, the legacy never completely died and its enduring quality became

63evident in the early 1970s as political relations between the two countries began

64to thaw.

65The ways in which science and technology were related to the establishment and

66improvement of diplomatic relations during the 1970s is an instructive example of

67the uses of S&T in diplomacy. There is no doubt that S&T relations would not have

68developed as they did without a significant political breakthrough, driven largely by

69shared geopolitical interests vis-a-vis the former Soviet Union. Nevertheless,

70shared interests surrounding science and technology offered assets to the political

71negotiation process that were quite distinctive. After the debilitating effects of the

72Cultural Revolution on its research and education system, China quickly grasped

73the critical importance of restoring the effectiveness of its science and technology

74system and, by the late 1970s, had come to understand just how damaging the

75country’s interlude of more than a decade of radical politics had been in setting

76back its scientific and technological development during a time of rapid advances

77internationally. In particular, China largely missed the onset and contributions of

78the microelectronics and information revolutions that re-shaped the growth trajec-

79tories of the Western economies and became the foundation of high technology

80development in the US, Western Europe, and its East Asian neighbors.

81Confronted with the starkness of Chinese backwardness at the time, Chinese

82elites were primed to give scientific and technological development an important

83place on their domestic policy agenda. Key American scientists, principally those

84of Chinese descent, encouraged this policy orientation, and many of China’s senior,

85US trained, scientists helped revive the spirit of the pre-1949 legacy. Together,

86these factors made the prospect of establishing science and technology cooperation

87especially appealing, a fact which was appreciated by officials of the Carter

88administration. These various strands of interaction and engagement came together

89in efficacious new ways in 1978 when, prior to normalization, the US government

90sent a delegation of its senior science officials to China, a mission which resulted in

91the signing of the first of many formal government to government agreements for

92educational exchanges and scientific and technological cooperation. This high level

93visit led directly to the reestablishment of diplomatic relations in early 1979 (Smith

941998: 114–136; Suttmeier 1998: 137–164).

953 The Evolution of the Relationship

96The S&T relationship was formalized with the signing of the bilateral Agreement

97for Science and Technology Cooperation (hereafter, Agreement) in January 1979.

98The Agreement called for government to government cooperation among the

99technical agencies of the two countries, and quickly led to the signing of a series

100of protocols between those agencies. Over the years, some of these have endured

101with new activities added, while others saw only limited activity. The Agreement
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102 called for the establishment of a Joint Commission on Science and Technology

103 which serves as the overall governing body of the relationship. The Commission

104 meets every 2 years and has as co-chairs the Chinese minister for science and

105 technology and the US president’s science advisor. The Ministry of Science and

106 Technology (MoST) provides executive support on the Chinese side, with the

107 Department of State providing overall support on the US side. (The US does not

108 have an exact counterpart agency to China’s Ministry of Science and Technology, a

109 fact that often adds complications in terms of the way the two countries approach

110 bilateral S&T engagement). On alternate years when the Joint Commission is not

111 meeting, the two sides convene a lower level meeting of these executive secretaries.

112 Over 30 years, the number of active interagency protocols has risen to more than

113 30.1 While not every agreement or initiative has been successful, taken together,

114 they have created a network of sustained interactions and on-going relationships

115 that, in general, have proven mutually beneficial over time.

116 While the Agreement represents the politically most visible sign of the relation-

117 ship, and has facilitated widespread cooperation via government channels, it is also

118 useful to think of the government to government relationship as providing a

119 framework for a broader range of other S&T related activities outside of the

120 Agreement. These include, academic exchanges facilitated by the government to

121 government Agreement on the Exchange of Students and Scholars, signed in 1978,

122 which has led to hundreds of thousands of Chinese receiving advanced education in

123 the United States. Indeed, some officials in both the US and China believe that the

124 exchanges of talent and the professional training that has occurred represents the

125 most tangible and significant contribution of the S&T relationship.2 Cooperation

126 through academic ties has by now led to expanding research cooperation and a

127 growing number of university to university relationships.

128 The S&T relationship also has helped provide a framework for the growth of

129 cooperative activities via commercial channels, which are also facilitated by the

130 government to government Agreement on Commerce and Trade overseen by The

131 Joint Commission on Commerce and Trade. The development of these commercial

132 channels has facilitated a massive transfer of technology, especially as foreign

133 direct investment expanded as a result of FDI liberalization policies in China during

134 the 1990s. By the end of the 1990s, we also began to see a growing commitment

135 from US companies to the establishment of R&D centers in China. Today there are

136 over 1,300 of these foreign R&D centers—with top US multinational firms such as

137 GE, IBM and Microsoft being among the most active in the effort to tap into

138 China’s talent pool. Thus, over the course of some 35 years, there has developed a

139 complex web of relationships in science and technology involving governmental,

140 academic, and commercial channels.3 Some of the key drivers and shapers of that

141 development include the following set of issues.

1 For recent discussions of the extent of the US-China government to government S&T relation-

ship, see White House (2012).
2 Interviews conducted in Beijing in May 2013.
3 For a fuller account of the evolution of the relationship, see Suttmeier (1998, 2010).
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1424 Issues of Asymmetry

143One of the interesting characteristics of the bilateral S&T relationship is the ways in

144which its asymmetries have evolved and been managed. At the outset, Chinese

145science and technology had been seriously set back by the effects of the Cultural

146Revolution, as noted above. In addition to the interruptions in research and inno-

147vation agendas in most fields, the disruption of university life also meant that China

148had lost a generation of new scientists and engineers. Hence, the special appeal of

149getting access to the US university system as an expeditious way to compensate for

150this loss of talent. In most ways, then, in those early years, China brought little to the

151relationship in scientific terms other than a pool of smart, highly motivated young

152students and scholars and the opportunity to access distinctive natural and social

153phenomena in China (seismicity and other geological phenomena, climate, disease

154patterns, village life and social structure, etc.), which unfortunately had long been

155denied to US investigators.

156As a result of these asymmetries in capabilities, the balance of benefits seemed

157very much to favor the Chinese side, especially as large numbers of Chinese

158students were accepted into US graduate programs with some funding from the

159Chinese government but with the bulk of support coming from the US side. On the

160other hand, both sides from the beginning were sensitive to the balance of benefits

161question, and attempted to allocate costs on a “benefitting side pays” formula.

162Interestingly, the approaches taken by the two respective countries to conduct

163their evolving S&T relations differed in many ways. The US side, in general, took

164the position that activities under the various protocols should be paid for out of

165existing agency budgets in the belief that spending on activities with China would

166only be justified if they supported agency missions. While guaranteeing a degree of

167discipline in China related activities, this approach also meant that US technical

168agencies were somewhat constrained on the kinds of initiatives they might take,

169constraints which became more evident when government budgets were tight, as

170they often were following the “Reagan revolution” in the early 1980s. While the US

171government through the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy

172endorsed a growing Sino-US S&T relationship, the fragmented nature of American

173engagement often left the Chinese side disappointed in terms of the tangible aspects

174of the US commitment. On the Chinese side, on the other hand, special funds were

175set aside by the central government for international cooperation activities includ-

176ing those with United States. Chinese officials clearly viewed these activities as

177highly strategic in nature and extremely critical to China’s program of so-called

178“four modernizations”—agriculture, industry, national defense and science and

179technology.

180To some extent, these alternative approaches reflected fundamental institutional

181differences, though over time it has become clear that the Chinese approach also

182can be construed as more of an investment orientation in which the relationship

183with the US was a critical part of a national effort to re-build and modernize

184scientific and technological capabilities. As the poorer, less capable partner, paying
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185 for these investments was not easy, but could be readily justified in the face of

186 manifest benefits. With the US enjoying unchallenged leadership in most areas of

187 science and technology when the relationship began, it is perhaps not surprising that

188 an investment orientation was less in evidence. In the 1980s, the principal focus of

189 American civilian technological worries was the rising competition from Japan;

190 China seemed of little immediate concern given the serious competitive challenges

191 posed by what seemed like the Japanese technological juggernaut.

192 To be sure, some members of the technical community in the US saw cooper-

193 ation with China in its various forms as an investment opportunity to add to the

194 global stock of knowledge and technical talent necessary for the continuing devel-

195 opment of science. For foreign policy decision-makers, on the other hand, the S&T

196 relationship provided policy tools for keeping the political relationship on track.

197 Few on the US side might have imagined in the 1980s that Chinese science and

198 technology would progress to the extent that it had by the beginning of the second

199 decade of the twenty-first century. This apparent lack of vision and foresight—

200 whether viewed from the threat or opportunity perspective—has helped create some

201 of today’s uneasiness and discomfort felt by US officials in the face of the

202 technological foundations of China’s rapid economic and military progress.

203 For China, as suggested above, the building of national scientific and techno-

204 logical capabilities in the post-Mao era became a matter of high national priority.

205 Thus, in addition to exploiting opportunities for scientific and technological devel-

206 opment in the international environment—the richest of which were in the rela-

207 tionship with the US—China also set about trying to get things right domestically.

208 This led, in particular, to the initiation of a series of on-going reforms in its system

209 of science and technology institutions, with many of these—such as the establish-

210 ment of the National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)—inspired by

211 expanding international experience, especially with the US.

212 This reform experience, which continues today, has involved mixing successful

213 policy and institutional models from abroad with Chinese political and institutional

214 realities. While not always successful, overall, the transformation of the Chinese

215 science and technology system of 1978 into the system of 2013 is truly remarkable.4

216 Thus, in contrast to the situation in the 1980s when China’s S&T system suffered

217 from a lack of funds, a dearth of talent, and a very backward infrastructure, the

218 Chinese S&T system today is characterized seemingly by a high level of abun-

219 dance—with substantial resources committed to R&D spending, the training of

220 more high end talent, and the establishment of a large number of well-equipped

221 modern facilities.

222 During this same period, US leadership in research and innovation was

223 maintained, but its relative position as a science and technology power was chang-

224 ing. Advanced scientific and technological capabilities had diffused to more parts of

225 the world, and the US faced a growing list of problems, including budget con-

226 straints, an aging S&T workforce, and seemingly intractable problems with STEM

4See Suttmeier and Cao (1999), Springut et al. (2011), and OECD (2008).
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227education (See, for instance, National Science Board (2012), Wilsdon and Keeley

228(2007)).

229In short, the conditions which characterized the early asymmetries were chang-

230ing. Chinese scientific and technological development had progressed to the point

231where distinctive natural phenomena, and the promise of smart people, were not the

232only appeals making cooperation attractive. Gradually, albeit steadily, China

233became a far more important locus for research and innovation, offering in some

234cases distinctive facilities and research environments not found elsewhere. In

235addition, the supply of Chinese scientists and engineers, along with those from

236India and other countries, became increasingly important for sustaining the inno-

237vative performance of US research and technology-oriented enterprises.

2385 New Directions

239Thus, in a variety of ways, the material conditions as well as the policy environment

240for productive cooperation between the two countries have changed. In some ways,

241these changes have recast the basic premises and assumptions underlying the

242foundation of the bilateral S&T relationship. In some instances, questions have

243been raised in the US about the continued value of closer S&T cooperation,

244especially because of the growing uneasiness regarding alleged Chinese behav-

245iors—whether state directed or not—concerning IPR protection, industrial espio-

246nage, and cyber hacking. On the other hand, a record of some success over the past

24730 years and a series of new challenges facing the technical communities of the two

248countries have created opportunities for new directions in the relationship.5 There

249clearly are a series of new imperatives—bilateral and multilateral—that suggest

250that perhaps the time has come to reframe and re-structure the agenda and nature of

251Sino-US S&T interactions.

2525.1 Global Issues

253This is increasingly true with regard to the growing importance of global issues,

254especially climate change, the energy-environment nexus, and global health con-

255cerns. Among the latter, concerns for international cooperation in approaching

256pandemics has become prominent, especially after the outbreak of SARS in 2003.

257The growing concern for global health issues has led to a more active involvement

258in China of the US Centers for Disease Control, for instance, which has cooperated

259with the Chinese Ministry of Public Health in establishing a Chinese CDC. The

5 For recent discussions of the extent of the US-China government to government S&T relation-

ship, see Department of State (2012), White House (2012).
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260 value of these interactions has yielded a variety of meaningful payoffs as illustrated

261 by the more transparent and more collaborative approach the Chinese government

262 has taken to handling the recent Asian flu outbreaks in contrast to the defensive,

263 secretive way the initial SARs epidemic was dealt with by Beijing.

264 While energy and environmental issues have been on the agenda for quite some

265 time, they gained importance during the Bush administration and acquired a new

266 focus on the US side at the beginning of the Obama administration under the

267 leadership of Energy Secretary Steven Chu and Presidential Science Advisor

268 John Holdren. Out of this has come an interesting new experiment in international

269 cooperation known as the Clean Energy Research Center (CERC) which some

270 observers believe could serve as the basis for taking Sino-US S&T cooperation to

271 the next level.

272 CERC is less a physical center than a coordinated program of cooperation in

273 which both sides have contributed equal financial resources and both have orga-

274 nized domestic research consortia with members drawn from industry, universities,

275 and government research institutes in the target areas of research and development:

276 clean coal, clean vehicles, and energy efficient buildings. CERC is notable in that

277 costs are shared equally, and the consortia are, by design, intended to facilitate

278 intersectoral cooperation among the three main types of institutions—industry,

279 government, and academe—which in the past often worked separately with

280 China. Needless to say, the establishment of the domestic consortia was itself a

281 challenge of cooperation for both countries which added to the challenge of

282 bilateral cooperation between them. Because much of the work entails the potential

283 for developing commercial products, the development of understandings about

284 intellectual property rights has consumed a fair amount of effort in the early stages

285 of the Center. In many ways, the success of CERC will depend heavily on the ways

286 in which the IPR issues are handled by the respective parties; there clearly is a need

287 for CERC to help build and reinforce trust between the two sides so that meaningful

288 collaboration can occur without apprehension about the disposition of new, com-

289 mercially relevant IPR (CERC 2013).

290 5.2 Security Concerns

291 An enduring security concern and irritant in the relationship is the issue of US

292 export controls. In the early years of the relationship, the export control question

293 was a function of Cold War policies and multilateral controls exercised through

294 CoCom. Over the course of the 1980s, however, China’s status in the export control

295 regime was changed and controls were liberalized substantially, and by the late

296 1980s, the two sides even were exploring the possibilities of transferring military

297 technologies to China. The end of the Cold War and the abolition of CoCom might

298 have led to an acceleration of liberalizing trends had these not coincided, roughly,

299 with the June 4, 1989 events in Tiananmen and the imposition by the US of new

300 sanctions against China. US-China cooperation in space, for example, was halted at
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301the time and even today continues to be inactive as a result of Congressional

302budgetary mandates. Ironically, some have suggested that US refusal to cooperate

303with China’s high priority space program has been one of the key factors behind

304China’s rapid indigenous progress in space technology—with the help of Russia

305instead of the US.6

306The gradual improvement of relations after the Tiananmen tragedy, especially

307with the rapid growth of FDI in the early 1990s, led to new thinking about export

308controls. On one hand, the deeper involvement of foreign corporations in the

309Chinese economy occasioned by the growth of FDI created pressures for further

310liberalization, especially as the share of high-technology industry in the foreign

311invested sector increased. On the other hand, forces resisting further liberalization

312within the US government meant that controls often still had teeth. As a result, the

313Chinese side has remained frustrated with US export control policies, as have some

314US companies who allegedly have lost business opportunities to European and

315Japanese firms who no longer are constrained by CoCom restrictions.

316The export control question and the role of strategic technologies in the rela-

317tionship more generally, acquired high political visibility following allegations in

318the mid-1990s that Loral Space and Communications Ltd. and Hughes Electronics

319Corp. had transferred sensitive technologies to China in connection with launch

320services provided by China for US satellites.7 The issue was rapidly picked up by a

321Republican controlled House of Representatives which led to the establishment of a

322special committee, under the leadership of then Representative Christopher Cox,

323which rapidly expanded its mandate to the question of the transfer of strategic

324technologies to China more generally, including information relating to the mini-

325aturization of nuclear warheads.

326The Cox report, released publicly in redacted form in 1999, suggested in

327multiple ways that the PRC has been engaged in a sustained effort to gain access

328to a wide range of sensitive, controlled military and dual use technologies.8 As a

329result of the Commission’s work, to which the Chinese side took exception and

330offense, US export controls took on a new importance, and assumptions about the

331generally positive relationships between S&T cooperation and constructive

6 From the US point of view, the effectiveness of export control policies is closely related to the

availability of alternative suppliers; US unilateral controls, for instance, are recognized as being

somewhat limited if advanced technologies are available from other countries. Less attention has

been given to the question of whether the denial of technology through export controls has been a

spur to successful indigenous technological development in China, as many Chinese observers

allege.
7 China was experiencing several commercial launch failures at the time having to do with the

separation of the satellite from the launch vehicle. Allegedly, Loral and Hughes supplied critical

information in attempt to solve the problem. The information was subject to export controls, but

the companies failed to acquire the proper license.
8 See US House of Representatives (1999). For a critical analysis of the work of the Cox

Committee, see May et al. (1999)
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332 political relations with China became reevaluated on both sides, and began to

333 generate a serious trust deficit.

334 That deficit worsened after 2000. Although the 9/11 terrorist attack on the United

335 States led to new forms of political cooperation with China, the changes in US

336 immigration policy in response to 9/11 had significant impacts on Chinese citizens

337 hoping to travel to the United States, including scientists and engineers. Security

338 issues, especially US concerns about the leakage of strategic technologies to China

339 through S&T cooperation as well as Chinese espionage, in short, were becoming

340 more troubling for the relationship on both sides, and political opportunists in

341 Congress and elsewhere have been only too happy to seize upon these, unfortu-

342 nately often with some justification.

343 The work of the Cox Committee and the post-9/11 attention to immigration

344 policy have led to an increasing focus on “human embodied” technology transfer

345 resulting from professional visits and meetings and cooperative research activities.

346 By the early years of the Bush administration, attention increasingly turned to what

347 has come to be known as “deemed exports” involving the movement of people

348 possessing technical knowledge across international borders. Export controls thus

349 increasingly focused on the acquisition of technical knowledge and the travel

350 patterns of people possessing knowledge thought to be sensitive, with the result

351 that immigration policy, and the issuance of visas, came to play a far more central

352 role in national security policy. Although progress has been made on resolving

353 some of the visa issues pertaining to Chinese coming to the United States, concerns

354 for “deemed exports” have made the process of getting a US visa often difficult for

355 some travelers, have led to certain fields of research being off-limits to Chinese

356 visitors, and in some cases have led the organizers of professional meetings to

357 choose sites outside of the United States (especially Canada) for their gatherings.

358 5.3 Trade, Investment, and Competitiveness Issues

359 In addition to national security concerns, science and technology issues also have

360 become far more politically prominent in economic relations between the two

361 countries as well. China’s redoubling of its efforts to foster scientific and techno-

362 logical development, especially with the launching of its Medium to Long-Term

363 Scientific and Technological Development Plan (MLP) in 2006 has, in some ways,

364 led to the further erosion of trust.9 While the plan, and the increased R&D spending

365 it entails, clearly offer new opportunities for cooperation, it also contains a variety

366 of industrial policy tools that have often alienated China’s key international part-

367 ners (McGregor 2010; Atkinson 2012). More specifically, many Western observers

368 have viewed China’s emphasis on strengthening its indigenous innovation (zizhu
369 chuangxin) capacity as a statist, neo-mercantilist type of policy which ignores the

9 For discussions of the MLP, see Cao et al. (2006), Schwaag Serger and Breidne (2007).
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370principles of comparative advantage in favor of an attempt to establish “absolute

371advantage” (Atkinson 2012). Whether these views represent an embellishment of

372the efficacy of Chinese technology acquisition efforts or strategic technology

373policymaking has remained less important in gaining momentum in the media

374and business circles, especially in view of the highly-charged “anti-China” political

375environment emerging in Washington DC over the last 4–5 years.

376While there is no doubt that Chinese officials are seeking to enhance the

377performance of their R&D system and to get more Chinese enterprises to focus

378resources on generating commercially viable innovations indigenously, there are

379many factors driving Chinese behavior. Some of these factors are historical in

380origin dating back to the rupture in Sino-Soviet relations in the late 1950s and

381others have to do with the fact that the current manufacturing oriented model that

382has driven Chinese economic development for the last three decades is no longer

383sustainable from a cost, environment, and energy perspective. Even more impor-

384tant, however, is a third factor, namely the recognition among China’s top political

385and S&T leaders that innovation driven competition is becoming the paramount key

386factor for determining and sustaining economic success across the globe. Based on

387their reading of the economic tea leaves, Chinese officials have stated that if their

388country does not evolve into a knowledge economy driven by a high level of

389innovative performance, it will sit at the margins of the international economy for

390much of the twenty-first century (Suttmeier and Cao 1999). Chinese policies to

391realize these objectives, however, have nevertheless caused considerable conflict

392with its trading partners, and have had the effect of politicizing the S&T relation-

393ship with highly contentious trade policy concerns. In the process, new actors from

394the trade policy bureaucracies across both the OECD countries and China’s Asian

395economic partners have become growing participants in the management of the

396S&T relationship.

397Although the China of the first two decades of the twenty-first century is a far cry

398from the China of the 1980s in terms of scientific and technological capabilities, a

399substantial degree of asymmetry in those capabilities persists. PRC officials remain

400chagrined that despite the substantial increase in resources being made available for

401S&T upgrading, the results, especially on the innovation side, have been largely

402disappointing. Chinese public policy is committed to overcoming current defects in

403their national innovation ecosystem, and in doing so have introduced a series of new

404policies to foster the development and acquisition of advanced technologies. These

405include policies for the development of technical standards and patents, configuring

406the foreign investment regime to maximize technology transfer, and apparent

407support for illicit technology acquisition strategies through human and cyber

408espionage having both commercial and national security implications (McGregor

4092010).
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410 6 Science, Technology and Ethnic Identity

411 As noted at the outset, ethnic Chinese scientists and engineers, naturalized citizens

412 and long time residents in the United States, all have played important roles in

413 reestablishing relations in the 1970s, as did senior Chinese scientists who had been

414 trained in the United States prior to 1949. The importance of these ties of ethnic

415 identity has continued over the years, though with the passage of time, the nature of

416 the Chinese diaspora itself changed.

417 Whereas leadership in promoting expanded cooperation between China and the

418 United States in the 1970s and 1980s came from well-established ethnic Chinese

419 scientists and engineers who came to the US largely before 1949, beginning in the

420 late 1980s, Chinese scientists and engineers who came to the United States after

421 1978, and established careers in the US, became increasingly important actors in the

422 development of the S&T relationship. These exemplars of the “brain drain” became

423 tenured university professors, high-tech entrepreneurs, key members of the engi-

424 neering staffs of major corporations, and in some cases, government officials,

425 establishing families in the US and usually becoming US citizens. Since the

426 1990s, they have had an important part in building bridges to China for universities,

427 corporations, and professional societies.

428 As a measure of the growth of scientific cooperation, there has been a steady

429 increase in Sino-American co-authorship of professional papers since the

430 mid-1990s, and a major share of these involves collaboration between ethnic

431 Chinese investigators on both sides of the Pacific (Suttmeier 2008; Jin

432 et al. 2007). While ethnic networks have played a very positive role in building

433 constructive relationships between the technical communities of the two countries,

434 questions about ethnic ties also have contributed to the elements of distrust, noted

435 above. This is especially true with regard to high profile cases of espionage

436 involving ethnic Chinese, and more generally, concerns about accelerated flows

437 of science-based technology facilitated by ethnic Chinese scientists and engineers

438 wanting to see a strong and prosperous China. It also has been exacerbated by

439 Chinese government “talent recruitment” programs such as the One Thousand

440 Talents Program which seeks to attract highly experienced Chinese scientists

441 working in overseas universities, technology-based companies and think tanks to

442 return back to China on either a full time or part time basis. Many ethnic Chinese

443 faculty members working in the US and other countries have active laboratories in

444 China with their own local Chinese graduate students supported with substantial

445 funds from the PRC government. Issues have been raised about the time allocations

446 of these faculty members as well as the likelihood that the handling of intellectual

447 property within such “transpacific” networks can be rather relaxed, to say the least,

448 and can contribute to the further erosion of trust.10

10 See, for instance, Larson and Xin (2013) and Hannas et al. (2013).
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4497 Political Visibility and Political Commitment

450In interesting ways, the 35 years of S&T cooperation between China and US has led

451to complex patterns of growing interdependence. The S&T activities of the two

452countries already have become steadily intertwined at multiple levels and across

453multiple domains. However as China increasingly approaches the status of a peer

454competitor, in which scientific and technological development is a critical compo-

455nent for achieving that status, the US appears to be reconsidering the wisdom of its

45635 year engagement with China on science and technology. Increasingly, therefore,

457questions of trust and intent as the basis for sound political relations have come to

458shape the S&T relationship. There is an appreciable sense in which the prospects for

459building trust are not bright. While both sides approach the relationship with a sense

460of enhancing national interests, the extent to which those interests are served by

461positive, as opposed to zero sum interactions, seemingly differs between the two

462countries. Yet, the complexities of the relationship makes the drawing of accurate

463conclusions about this matter continuously difficult; there are many stakeholders on

464both sides, but their objectives and expectations differ considerably.

465The ways in which national interests are served by the S&T relationship is not

466independent of the institutional configurations in the two countries and the ways in

467which they approach the management of the overall relationship. While China

468indeed is not without its problems of institutional fragmentation and lack of

469coordination, it is nevertheless the case that over time China has had significant

470institutional assets committed to a successful exploitation of the relationship. These

471include the dedicated funding streams, noted above, and a bureaucratic structure

472and continuity of personnel that have served it well. On the other hand, as we have

473seen, the US in general has been reluctant to make major investments in the

474relationships in terms of funding, institutional structures, and staffing. In general,

475staffing at the OSTP largely has been inadequate and staffing the executive secre-

476tariat in the State Department also has been a low priority.11 This is especially

477problematic at a time when the multi-dimensional complexities of the Sino-US

478S&T relationship have been increasing.

479For the US, however, it has been difficult to develop coordinated strategies for

480dealing with China in science and technology and for responding to the challenges

481that China’s progress has created. For some, this is as it should be. Relations with

482China in science and technology should be driven by clear scientific opportunities

483and the interests of science are served best when the relationship does not acquire a

484high political profile. Within the current environment that exists in both countries at

485the moment, however, this seems almost impossible.

11 In a comparative study of how six nations manage the challenges of reconciling science and

technology policies with foreign affairs, Tim Flink and Ulrich Schreiterer identify a number of

weaknesses in the US approach which accord with the more specific details of the US-China

relationship (Flink and Schreiterer 2010).
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486 To cite one specific constraint, the recent conflicts between Congressman Frank

487 Wolf and OSTP illustrate the ambiguities associated with political visibility.

488 Congressman Wolf, based on his human rights and national security concerns,

489 has been a longtime critic of China. More recently, he has used his influence to

490 forbid NASA from having contacts with China in the areas of space science and

491 technology, and has worked to limit OSTP flexibility in dealing with China by

492 proscribing OSTP expenditures involving China (See Mervis 2012). For increasing

493 numbers of members of Congress, US engagement with China must result in a

494 series of “wins” or policy victories to be recorded on a scorecard of Sino-American

495 interactions; it is no longer politically acceptable for US policy initiatives to be seen

496 as somehow “helping China.” The increased centrality of China within both US

497 domestic and foreign policy invites the higher political visibility associated with

498 greater Congressional activism, and this, in turn, works against the building of a

499 higher level cooperative relationship with China in S&T affairs. In this sense,

500 Congressman Wolf’s assault, intended to constrain OSTP activities with China,

501 may actually work against the ability of the US to exploit the relationship more

502 effectively for national interest.

503 8 Conclusion

504 The case of US-China relations in science and technology over the past 30 plus

505 years points to a number of interesting, but complex, aspects of science, technology

506 and international relations. In many ways, S&T relations normally have not been

507 the stuff of “high politics” in relations between nations and in the foreign policy

508 machinery of individual countries. On the other hand, S&T are not entirely isolated

509 from high politics either. Science and technology issues, for instance, received

510 high-level attention preceding and following diplomatic normalization with China,

511 and were part of the formula for normalization, yet the convergence of political

512 interests between China and the US vis-a-vis the former Soviet Union seemingly

513 was a precondition for the rapid growth of relations in S&T.

514 As time has passed, the convergence of political interests that marked the early

515 years of the relationship has given way to a far more complicated picture charac-

516 terized by its share of divergence in many spheres of activity. In some ways, the

517 strength of the S&T relationship provided a degree of continuity and cohesion when

518 political relations became especially strained. Yet, it would seem that there are firm

519 limits to the positive contributions of science and technology under conditions

520 where political tensions rise (cf. Skolnikoff 2002). This is especially true where

521 tensions over science and technology matters become the basis for the rise in

522 political tensions and mistrust.

523 The US-China case, thus, points to a highly complex pattern of dynamic

524 interactions. Political interests and common political understandings provide an

525 indispensable framework for the development of S&T relationships. The strength of

526 the latter, though, once developed, can contribute notably to the integrity of the
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527framework, rather like a strong strand can help maintain the integrity of a web. The

528strength of the S&T relationship and the integrity of the framework however, are, as

529illustrated in the US China case, contingent on several factors.

530The first of these is the evolution of science and technology itself. It has been

531argued that international cooperation in basic science can be furthered with minimal

532political constraints. As one moves toward areas of applied research, engineering,

533and technological development, the mix of cooperation and competition changes as

534the implications of scientific and technological development for national security

535and economic competitiveness loom larger (Suttmeier 1998). In a world where

536there is now often little space between basic science and new technology, and where

537the stakes of the latter are high for a nation’s sense of well-being, it is not surprising

538that competitiveness and, possibly, conflict between nations arises. In this sense,

539science and technology issues again can rise to the level of high politics, as we have

540seen them doing increasingly over the past half-century in some issue areas.

541Of course, the intensity of competition is related to the issues of asymmetry

542noted above. The notable increases in Chinese scientific and technological capa-

543bilities since 1978 have altered the asymmetries in significant ways and have

544contributed to changes in the political understandings constituting the core frame-

545work conditions.

546Both the framework conditions and the strands of the relationship are also

547influenced, as we have seen, by a variety of transnational factors as well. It is

548remarkable that the original government to government agreement so quickly

549facilitated the growth of nongovernmental interactions between the two countries,

550involving corporations, universities, and NGOs. The clearly most powerful trans-

551national force, however, has been that of Chinese ethnicity which has facilitated the

552growth of cooperative ties through governmental, corporate, and academic chan-

553nels. But, as the political interests shaping the framework conditions have changed,

554as the asymmetries have been altered, and as continued scientific and technological

555development comes to be seen in zero sum terms vis-a-vis national security and

556economic competitiveness, ethnicity has become a far more complicating factor,

557contributing both to enhanced cooperation and possibilities for new forms of

558conflict and mistrust.

559The state of US China scientific and technological cooperation in the second

560decade of the twenty-first century, thus, has evolved into a multifaceted and

561complex relationship. In many ways, the complexity has developed—and continues

562to develop—more rapidly than innovations in the mechanisms for governing the

563relationship, in spite of progressive efforts at institutional innovation; witness, for

564instance, the lack of meaningful engagement within what should have been an

565inspired US-China Innovation Dialogue. In a variety of ways, both sides exhibit

566notable institutional deficiencies for achieving enhanced cooperation and the fur-

567therance of mutual interests. In addition, bilateral ties are only as good as the

568respective China watchers and America watchers inside and outside of government

569can effectively communicate accurate pictures of what is happening in both coun-

570tries. Too often, bilateral communications have also suffered from excessive

571hyperbole in the media, especially with respect to S&T issues.
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572 The lag in the creation of new mechanisms for governance, inaccurate mutual

573 understandings, and media hyperbole are all evident in current discussions of cyber

574 security. The steady intensification of serious bilateral tensions over cyber security

575 issues in the relationship, especially in the first half of 2013, highlights the degree to

576 which political trust issues—even among existing stakeholders on both sides—have

577 begun to erode the once solid, but now increasingly fragile foundations for

578 enhanced S&T cooperation between the two countries.

579 As the cyber security issues illustrate, there are interesting questions as to

580 whether the search for institutional innovations in the governance of the S&T

581 relationship in a more globalized world should be, or can be, conducted solely in

582 a bilateral framework. These questions are likely to increase in salience throughout

583 the current decade. At the same time, the broader implications of a failure to

584 construct a new US-China bilateral foundation for responding to the key global

585 issues of the twenty-first century will have a critical impact not only on these two

586 countries but also on the economic, environment, and technological futures of many

587 other nations in the coming years.
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